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Phonics and Reading 

 







Supporting your child with reading 

Although your child will be taught to read at school, you can have a huge impact on 

their reading journey by continuing their practice at home. 

There are two types of reading book that your child may bring home: 

A reading practice book. This will be at the correct phonic stage for your child. They 

should be able to read this fluently and independently. 

A sharing book.  Your child will not be able to read this on their own. This book is for 

you both to read and enjoy together. 

Reading practice book 

This book has been carefully matched to your child’s current reading level. If your 

child is reading it with little help, please don’t worry that it’s too easy – your child 

needs to develop fluency and confidence in reading. 

This book has been read three times at school already. Monday to Wednesday the 

teacher will work with the children within a group to read and discuss each book. Mon-

day is always an introduction and the first read, Tuesday is reading with  the  book 

again with fluency and expression, on Wednesday  the focus is an oral comprehen-

sion of the book.  

At home please listen to your child read the book. Remember to give them lots of praise 

– celebrate their success! If they can’t read a word, read it to them. After they have fin-

ished, talk about the book together, you can use the questions at the back of the book. 

Sharing book 

In order to encourage your child to become a lifelong reader, it is important that they 

learn to read for pleasure. The sharing book is a book they have chosen for you to enjoy 

together. 

Please remember that you shouldn’t expect your child to read this alone. Read it to or 

with them. Discuss the pictures, enjoy the story, predict what might happen next, use 

different voices for the characters, explore the facts in a non-fiction book. The main 

thing is that you have fun! 

We only have one set of each book (six books in a set), they are used in school on the 

Monday they are returned, this makes the books very precious to us at school . Books 

not returned on a Monday impacts the teaching and learning during the reading ses-

sion.  



Further information  

If you would like more information about Little Wandle, there are a wealth of links on 

the Little Wandle Website. The materials include videos to support the pronunciation 

of sounds  and downloads 

https://www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk/resources/for-parents/   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When reading with children ‘little and often’ is always better than one long session. 

Ideally children will read their school book everyday Wednesday-Monday. Sharing 

any book is equally valuable to develop a genuine love of reading. Looking at differ-

ent at a range of texts is all reading, including magazines, menus and catalogues.  

 

 


